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walks of New York. Georgia O'Keeffe, preferring delicate
and often abstract perceptions of form and color inspired
by the Southwestern plateau country* found fewer imitators.
The smoothness of Grant Wood's landscapes and the angu-
larity of his farmers, the savor of romantic drama in John
Steuart Curry, the sardonic comment upon village life in
Thomas Hart Benton along with his sympathy for share-
cropper and Negro, all reached a nation-wide public through
color reproduction in the magazines. Distinctly leftward was
the caustic limning of George Grosz's New York and the
masterly restraint with which William Cropper conjured up
mob violence and the terrors of war* This camp also em-
braced such painters of the depression mood as Joseph
Hirsch, Mitchell Siporin, Philip Evergood, Jack Levine and
Ben Shahn.
The Federal Art Project, moreover, supported many
needy young sculptors, while both government and private
patronage subsidized those already known to fame and the
establishment of new art museums increased popular appre-
ciation of both sculpture and painting. It was under federal
sponsorship, for example, that Gutzon Borglum completed
after more than a decade the colossal Mount Rushmore
Memorial begun in 1927 in South Dakota's Black Hills,
glorifying Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln and Theodore
Roosevelt* The most important of the new museums was the
National Gallery of Art in 1941 at Washington. Announce-
ment had been made four years earlier of Andrew W. Mel-
Ion's gift to the American people of his superb collection of
European paintings and statuary reputedly valued at thirty-
five million dollars, and supplemented by fifteen million
more for a building and endowment* In 1939 Samuel H*
Kress enriched this collection by nearly four hundred Italian
paintings*
The decoration of Rockefeller Center evoked sculpture in
the modern manner, as in Lee Lawrie's "Atlas" in the fore-
court and the carved panels by William Zorach and Gaston

